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Background: Liquid biopsy (LB) is a rapidly evolving diagnostic tool for precision oncology that has recently found its
way into routine practice as an adjunct to tissue biopsy (TB). The concept of LB refers to any tumor-derived
material, such as circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) or circulating tumor cells that are detectable in blood. An LB is not
limited to the blood and may include other fluids such as cerebrospinal fluid, pleural effusion, and urine, among others.
Patients and methods: The objective of this paper, devised by international experts from various disciplines, is to
review current challenges as well as state-of-the-art applications of ctDNA mutation testing in metastatic non-small-
cell lung cancer (NSCLC). We consider pragmatic scenarios for the use of ctDNA from blood plasma to identify
actionable targets for therapy selection in NSCLCs.
Results: Clinical scenarios where ctDNAmutation testing may be implemented in clinical practice include complementary
tissue and LB testing to provide the full picture of patients’ actual predictive profiles to identify resistance mechanism (i.e.
secondary mutations), and ctDNA mutation testing to assist when a patient has a discordant clinical history and is
suspected of showing intertumor or intratumor heterogeneity. ctDNA mutation testing may provide interesting
insights into possible targets that may have been missed on the TB. Complementary ctDNA LB testing also provides
an option if the tumor location is hard to biopsy or if an insufficient sample was taken. These clinical use cases
highlight practical scenarios where ctDNA LB may be considered as a complementary tool to TB analysis.
Conclusions: Proper implementation of ctDNA LB testing in routine clinical practice is envisioned in the near future. As
the clinical evidence of utility expands, the use of LB alongside tissue sample analysis may occur in the patient cases
detailed here.
Key words: ctDNA mutation testing, non-small-cell lung cancer, precision oncology, patient scenario
INTRODUCTION

Liquid biopsy (LB) is a rapidly evolving diagnostic tool for
precision oncology that has recently found its way into
routine practice as an adjunct or an alternative to tissue
biopsy (TB). The concept of LB refers to the analysis of any
tumor-derived material detectable in the blood and other
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bodily fluids, such as circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) or
circulating tumor cells.1

Although TB is the gold-standard diagnostic method used
to obtain or to confirm the diagnosis of cancer, to define the
histological subtype, or to identify actionable targets, mo-
lecular profiling from ctDNA in patients with non-small-cell
lung cancer (NSCLC) has several advantages, including its
minimally invasive nature, a continuous monitoring of ge-
netic alterations, and a better reflection of intratumor and
intertumor heterogeneity.1-5

The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN)
2021 and European Medicines Agency guidelines recom-
mend that when there is insufficient tissue to allow for
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esmoop.2022.100399 1
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testing for clinically relevant predictive mutations and
rearrangements (e.g. EGFR), repeat biopsy and/or plasma
testing should be performed.6,7 ctDNA LB mutation testing
may reduce the cost of patient care as well as the turn-
around time from sampling to the test results; however, it is
important to consider that testing serial samples can in-
crease overall costs.1,5,8-10

In 2018, a multidisciplinary panel of experts from the In-
ternational Association for the Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC)
concluded that ‘LB approaches have significant potential to
improve patient care, and immediate implementation in the
clinic is justified in a number of therapeutic settings relevant
to NSCLC’.11 Yet, ctDNA LB mutation testing has a number of
limitations, including a higher risk of producing non-
informative results (e.g. artifacts, mutations that are not
currently actionable), and the need for increased levels of
sensitivity and specificity to detect ctDNA (as ctDNA levels
can be low in some patients, notably in those with non-
shedding tumors or cases of brain metastases) and for
improved concordance between tests.4,12,13

Despite a continuously growing body of knowledge of
ctDNA biology, alongside many advances in the technology
used for testing, uptake into clinical daily practice still
represents only a small proportion of cases. There are
currently few approved tests for the use of ctDNA LB in
routine clinical practice in NSCLC (Table 1).

The objective of this review is to consider pragmatic
scenarios for the use of ctDNA from blood plasma to
identify actionable targets for therapy selection in meta-
static NSCLC.
METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR CTDNA
PROFILING

The high concordance rates of 91%-95% for relevant pre-
dictivemarkers between TB and LB allow exploration into the
clinical applications of LB across the patient journey.14-20

Currently applied LB approaches include both polymerase
chain reaction (PCR)-based methods and next-generation
sequencing (NGS) technologies interrogating single genes,
hotspot mutations, or large gene panels (Supplementary
Table S1, available at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esmoop.
2022.100399). At present, consensus is needed on which
Table 1. Examples of CE-IVD- and FDA-approved ctDNA LB mutation assays in N

Test Technology

cobas EGFR test v2 (Roche)100,101 Real-time PC
therascreen® mutation kits (QIAGEN)101 Real-time PC
ctEGFR Mutation Detection Kit (EntroGen, Inc.)102 Real-time PC
Super-ARMS® EGFR Mutation Test (Amoy Diagnostics Co.)103 Real-time PC
FoundationOne® Liquid CDx assay (Foundation Medicine)104,105 NGS: hybridi

sequencing (
Guardant 360® CDx assay (Guardant Health)106 NGS: hybridi

(55 FDA-app

ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; CE-IVD, CE in vitro diagnostic; ctDNA, circulating tumor D
Administration; KRAS, Kirsten rat sarcoma virus; LB, liquid biopsy; MSI, microsatellite insta
neurotrophic receptor tyrosine kinase 2; NTRK3, neurotrophic receptor tyrosine kinase 3; PC

2 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esmoop.2022.100399
methodologies may provide the best answers at various
stages of the patient journey (Figure 1).4,11,21,22 PCR-based
approaches such as digital droplet PCR or BEAMing (beads,
emulsion, amplification, magnetics) are associated with
higher sensitivity.23,24 However, the implementation of
unique molecular identifiers, that help to correct errors and/
or artifacts and quantitative biases, has led to a significant
reduction of false-positive variant calls and to an increased
sensitivity of variant detection for NGS techniques.22,25While
PCR-based approaches to analyzing well-characterized mu-
tations in clinically relevant genes such as EGFR are most
commonly used, largerNGS genepanels could be beneficial in
specific clinical scenarios.26 Moreover, if a panel of genes are
interrogated and one tumor variant is identified with a high
variant allele frequency (VAF) that hints at a high tumor
fraction, the absence of another clinically relevant mutation
in this sample can indicate a true negative result.27

At the time of diagnosis, testing for clinically actionable
and well-characterized alterations might already reveal
predictive information (Figure 1). The NCCN Guidelines for
NSCLC (version 7.2021)6,28 recommend molecular testing of
sensitizing EGFR mutations; the BRAF V600E mutation;
rearrangements involving ALK, ROS1, or RET; and exon 14
skipping of the MET gene. In later stages or during treat-
ment, large panels for de novo mutation calling or even
genome-wide approaches for copy number detection to
detect resistance mechanism or to identify novel actionable
targets are preferable. In particular, tyrosine kinase in-
hibitors (TKIs) and other targeted therapies can target a
broad range of molecular alterations resulting in specific
gene fusions or altered expression levels and are associated
with multiple mechanisms of resistance that can be better
captured by larger panels.26 In other scenarios, such as in a
minimal residual disease (MRD) testing or early identifica-
tion of relapses, only patient-specific assays based on the
molecular profile of the tumor can achieve the required
sensitivity. Most likely the described patient scenarios will
not be covered by one ctDNA assay but many.

Ideally, combining liquid and tissue testing captures
heterogeneity and can be highly sensitive without
compromising specificity; however, this may be biased by
the location of the tumor.29 Cost-effectiveness studies are
needed to determine the benefit of this approach for
SCLC

Approval Biomarker

R FDA/CE-IVD EGFR
R FDA/CE-IVD EGFR
R CE-IVD EGFR
R CE-IVD EGFR
zation-based capture
324 genes)

FDA/CE-IVD ALK, EGFR, NTRK2,
NTRK3, TMB, MSI

zation-based capture sequencing
roved genes, 74 genes for RUO)

FDA/CE-IVD ALK, EGFR, KRAS

NA; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; FDA, The United States Food and Drug
bility; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; NGS, next-generation sequencing; NTRK2,
R, polymerase chain reaction; RUO, research use only; TMB, tumor molecular burden.
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Sensitizing EGFR mutations
ALK, ROS1, RET rearrangements
BRAF V600E
NTRK gene fusions
MET exon 14 skipping

cfDNA cfDNA

No
MRD MRD

ctDNA ctDNA
cfDNA
ctDNA

cfDNA
ctDNA

Screening for
patient-specific alterations
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of the primary tumor and design
of tumor-informed high-resolution 
assays to guide adjuvant treatment
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Monitoring of
patient-specific alterations

ctDNA recurrence after surgery
can predict clinical relapse with 
a lead time of up to 12 months

Larger gene panels and 
genome-wide analysis of 
copy number alterations

Comprehensive characterization 
of ctDNA to detect resistance 
mechanism and identify novel 
occurring actionable targets

Figure 1. Different clinical scenarios may require different analysis strategies.4,6,28,82,84-87

While in some cases hotspot testing might already reveal predictive information, in other scenarios such as MRD testing and identification of recurrences only the
development of patient-specific, tumor-informed assays can achieve the necessary sensitivity. In late stages larger panels for de novo mutations or shallow whole-
genome sequencing to identify novel actionable target is preferable. cfDNA, circulating free DNA; ctDNA, circulating tumor DNA; MRD, minimal residual disease.
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patient outcomes versus the higher costs of combined
testing.30
TECHNICAL EVALUATION AND VALIDATION OF CTDNA
WORKFLOWS

Regardless of the platform, well-established and validated
ctDNA LB workflows are essential for routine use.31-34

ctDNA LB workflows include many steps that need to be
validated31-34 (Figure 2).

The preanalytical steps of ctDNA mutation testing can
be impacted by many factors13 (Table 2). For analytical
procedures, performance assessment should be done
according to European Medicines Agency recommenda-
tions and International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) standards to obtain reliable and comparable
results.35,36

Recommendations for the analytical validation of NGS-
based ctDNA assays were recently published by Godsey
and colleagues.13 These include the assessment of multiple
parameters such as technical sensitivity and specificity.13

Typically, these are measured using reference materials
containing variants of known frequency.13 Technical sensi-
tivity can be defined as the upper limit of detection of an
assay, where the technical specificity relates to the ability
for an assay to offer accurate molecular profiling for a single
mutation or panel of genes.37,38 Clinical sensitivity is used
to indicate the capability of the test to identify patients
who respond to a treatment, or to predict outcome
correctly.37,38 Meanwhile, clinical specificity is frequently
used to indicate the accuracy of the test at the associated
sensitivity.37,38 In ctDNA mutation analysis, a higher clinical
Volume 7 - Issue 2 - 2022
sensitivity can be obtained by dropping the VAF threshold,
but this comes at the expense of reduced specificity as the
number of false positives increases.37,38 A way to represent
clinical assay performance is therefore to use positive and
negative predictive values (PPVs and NPVs, respectively) at a
set limit of detection. At a given technical threshold, an
assay will have a clinical PPV (the percentage of patients
predicted to respond/have a particular outcome and who
actually did) and NPV (the percentage of patients who were
predicted not to respond and who did not). High PPV
equates to low false negatives, and a high NPV means low
false positives.37,38

Recent data from various intra- and inter-laboratory
comparisons indicate a substantial variability of NGS as-
says with respect to analytical sensitivity and specificity,
highlighting the importance of extensive validation of the
test performance before offering these tests in clinical
practice.22,25,39,40 In interlaboratory comparisons using
vendor assays, mutations were easily identified down to 1%
allele frequency, whereas detection at 0.1% proved chal-
lenging.25,39,40 Half of true positives, and most false nega-
tives and false-positive calls, were found below 1% VAF,
indicating the need for improved assay performance below
this threshold.25,39,40 Likewise, a recent multisite, cross-
platform evaluation of the analytical performance of five
industry-leading ctDNA assays demonstrated a high sensi-
tivity, precision, and reproducibility for VAF above 0.5%.22

However, for variants below this limit, detection became
unreliable, especially when input material was limited.22

Discordance was mainly due to technical variations
and biological factors such as clonal hematopoiesis of
indeterminate potential (CHIP) and tumor heterogeneity.39
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esmoop.2022.100399 3



Blood collection
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cfDNA extraction

Mutation detectionData analysisInterpretation
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Figure 2. Steps that need to be validated for ctDNA liquid biopsy workflows.11,31-34,107

Well-validated workflows are required for routine use as multiple steps are involved in such workflows. Although for some parts there is a consensus in the field (e.g. the
use of preservatives or a double-spin protocol for plasma extraction), there are no guidelines on the timing of blood draw or which assay to use for which clinical
application. Moreover, guidelines for data analysis, interpretation, and reporting are needed.
ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; CT, computed tomography; ctDNA, circulating tumor DNA; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor;
IHC, immunohistochemistry; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor; NGS, next-generation sequencing; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; PD-L1, programmed death-ligand 1.
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Moreover, sampling error can occur when counting the
number of fragments in the assay at a certain level,
meaning that a mutation may be present in one analysis
and not in another.27 These limits have recently been sup-
ported by the SEQC2 international sequencing quality con-
sortium evaluating the technical performance of ctDNA
assays.22

All these inter- and intra-assay comparisons stress the
importance of external quality assessment (EQA) participa-
tion, a critical aspect of laboratory quality management,
because EQA participation is mandatory to be accredited.41

By now several EQA programs exist for ctDNA mutation
testing, including Gen&Tiss, GenQA, and ESP/IQNPath;
however, despite the existence of these programs, it is
challenging to achieve consensus on what to test, the
technique needed, and how this differs per individual ge-
netic target.

A pilot project demonstrated the feasibility of establish-
ing a ctDNA mutation testing EQA scheme and highlighted
the need for such actions in light of high error rates in
detecting clinically relevant low-frequency variants.22,42 In-
dustry, diagnostic laboratories, and quality assurance orga-
nizations need to work together to standardize and validate
ways of testing. There should be consensus on a minimal set
of parameters to report and how to report them, to ensure
comparability of results across centers. As not all labora-
tories work in the same ways, and to ensure innovation,
standardization may be premature at present, based on the
ever-changing clinical and technological landscape, but it is
an important consideration for the future. The Netherlands
COIN consortium addresses issues associated with pre- and
post-analytical steps, healthcare technology assessment,
decision support, and reimbursement issues in a multidis-
ciplinary fashion.43 This team works to develop stepwise,
evidence-based implementation of ctDNA in routine clinical
4 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esmoop.2022.100399
care, a best-practice example that may be applicable for
other laboratories internationally.43

The field is building on tests that target single genes
to whole-genome sequencing-based panels and, more
recently, combined mutational, methylation, and proteomic
profiling approaches.28,44 It is important to understand what
will be needed in terms of clinical application, given that
gene-panel and whole-genome sequencing approaches are,
for the moment, considerably more costly and complex
than their single-gene or hotspot counterparts.28 Complex
and simple approaches can be applied separately or
together to provide the necessary information, dependent
on the patient need. As the choice of method is also very
much dependent on the specific application, consensus is
needed on which methodologies may provide the best an-
swers at various stages of the patient journey.4,21

SOMATIC MOSAICISM IN PLASMA CAN BE A CHALLENGE

Clonal hematopoiesis (CH) involves the accumulation of so-
matic mutations in hematopoietic stem cells. This leads to
clonal expansion of mutations in blood cells and may account
for non-tumor-derived mutations detected in the plasma. CH
is associated with the normal process of aging in both
healthy individuals and those with cancer.45-47 CHIP usually
refers to mutations in driver genes.45-47 There is increasing
evidence of CH mutations in genes usually mutated in solid
tumors, including TP53, KRAS, GNAS, NRAS, and PIK3CA.45-47

CHIP variants in hematological malignancies are classified as
mutations with a minimum VAF of 2%.45-47 However, in solid
malignancies, VAFs of CH-related variants can be much lower
(between 0.1% and 0.5%), and often overlap with the range
of ctDNA-derived variants.45 Therefore these variants repre-
sent important natural biological confounders. Recent
studies of patients with NSCLC reported presence of CH-
related variants in >50% of patients, with up to 20% of
Volume 7 - Issue 2 - 2022



Table 2. Key preanalytical considerations for ctDNA mutation testing in NSCLC

Key preanalytical consideration

Timing of blood draw11,107 � IASLC recommendations state the maximum time from blood withdrawal to plasma processing and storage
should be 2 h for EDTA tubes and 3 days for preservative tubes at room temperature

� Blood volume collected is ideally 2 � 10 ml; however, there is no standardized volume reported
� Blood should be processed to plasma within 2 h of draw; alternatively, use of stabilization collection tubes

containing fixatives should be considered to allow blood processing at a later time
Storage of cell-free plasma11,107 � Processed cell-free plasma should be stored at �20�C or �80�C (on dry ice for shipping), with long-term

stability of DNA in plasma best demonstrated at �80�C
Sampling tube considerations11,108,109 � Blood should be collected in appropriate tubes to prevent coagulation

� Preservative cfDNA Streck BCT tubes are designed to maintain quality of small DNA fragments for multiple
days at room temperature. The manufacturer reports cfDNA stability of up to 14 days if stored appropri-
ately, which allows convenient shipping to analysis laboratories

� Yield remains stable in PAXgene ccfDNA, Streck BCT, and Roche cfDNA tubes for up to 48 h at room temper-
ature (20-24�C)

� EDTA tubes require processing on-site
� Storage in EDTA tubes for between 4 and 48 h showed a small, but significant, increase in plasma cfDNA

yields
� For genomic analyses, EDTA tubes showed good results if stored for a maximum of 4 h at room temperature

or for up to 24 h when stored at 4�C
Plasma and cfDNA-isolation protocols11,107,109 � A ‘double-spin’ plasma isolation procedure is highly recommended

� To avoid loss of isolated cfDNA, samples should be stored in tubes with a low DNA-adsorption quality
� Repeated freezeethaw cycles should be avoided where possible
� For maximal yield a method tailored for selective extraction of small cfDNA fragments (<166 bp) is

recommended
� Alternatively, size selection for short DNA fragments can be performed
� Workflow for LB requires much more strict conditions compared with TB to prevent cross contamination

Quality assessment methods for cfDNA
integrity80,110,111

� Fragmentation analysis (e.g. TapeStation)
� Various size-based ddPCR fragments

BCT, blood collection tube; bp, base pairs; cfDNA, circulating free DNA; ccfDNA, circulating, cell-free DNA; ctDNA, circulating tumor DNA; ddPCR, digital drop pPCR; EDTA,
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid; IASLC, International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer; LB, liquid biopsy; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; TB, tissue biopsy.
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detected variants being CH derived and without a matched
peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) analysis; these
variants would have been mistakenly identified as tumor-
derived variants.31,32,48,49

Whether or not PBMCs should be sequenced to correct
for CH-related variants is still a matter of debate, mainly due
to the extra costs involved in paired sequencing. For
focused panels interrogating well-defined, clinically relevant
mutations, it might not be necessary, because hotspot
oncogenic events that are relevant for solid malignancies
are usually not causative for CH.50,51 However, at a panel
scale, incorrect classification of CH mutations as tumor-
derived mutations could lead to inappropriate therapeutic
management.45 One benefit of including PBMCs might be a
concurrent assessment of precursors of (therapy-related)
hematological malignancies, given that clear cut-offs will be
established for determining the relative or absolute risk of
developing such diseases.45,52

In addition to a paired plasma and PBMC analysis, variant
filters based on association of a mutation with CHIP as well as
functional annotation of a somatic variant as an oncogene
activating event can beused tofilter for CH-related variants.53

A better understanding of biophysical features (e.g. fragment
size and fragmentation patterns) of CH-related variants with
the integration of machine learning may reduce the need to
perform white blood cell-paired sequencing.31,45
VARIANT INTERPRETATION AND REPORTING

An important step in the delivery of precision oncology to
patients with lung cancer is the interpretation and reporting
Volume 7 - Issue 2 - 2022
of variants in the clinical context.54 However, there are
various levels of complicating factors, starting with dis-
tinguishing between variants that might not be disease-
related, for example, CH-related variants, PCR/sequencing
artifacts, and passenger mutations, and proceeding to
interpreting low VAF variants or putative predisposing
germline variants, as well as defining actionable mutations
and the associated therapy decision.54
Low VAF

With NSCLC being a low ctDNA tumor entity,55 interpreting
low VAF variants can be the most challenging aspect of
reliably reporting ctDNA results.45,56 In particular, in pa-
tients with low disease burden or with bone or brain
metastasis, circulating free DNA (cfDNA) quantities may be
low. Tumor heterogeneity associated with subclonal variants
aggravates the situation. Moreover, some specific mutations
can be under-representative of their frequency in tumors
such as KRAS G12.57 It is unknown whether variants at low
allele fractions are as responsive to targeted therapy as
those at high allele fractions. Some studies indicated that
low VAF oncogenic drivers respond to targeted therapy,
which serves to emphasize the need for highly sensitive
tests when treating patients with NSCLC.58,59 Furthermore,
these data suggest that targeted treatment response for
driver mutations detected by cfDNA may be independent of
VAF.58 However, evidence also suggests several advantages
of reporting increased VAF over time, given that such an
increase could reflect poor prognosis.11 VAF kinetics in
longitudinal studies may be more important in addition to
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esmoop.2022.100399 5
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Figure 3. Hypothetical patient scenarios for the use of ctDNA mutation testing in metastatic NSCLC.
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the quantification of cfDNA, and repeat observation will
increase confidence in testing.50 In addition, reporting on
ctDNA mutation levels per milliliter of plasma as well as VAF
reporting may be beneficial in case of confounding factors,
such as incorrect processing or technical errors.25,27,60
Incidental germline cancer predisposition mutations

Although lung cancer is not commonly associated with
hereditary cancer susceptibility and is environmentally
provoked, a subset of lung adenocarcinoma patients (2.5%-
4.5%) may be linked to germline variants in well-known
predisposing cancer genes such as ATM (50%), BRCA2, or
TP53.61 Besides, germline EGFR mutations (e.g. T790M)
were reported that may be difficult to discriminate from
their targetable somatic counterpart in ctDNA mutation
testing when no PBMC analysis is included in parallel.62 Like
with tumor testing, with an increasing number of genetic
tests as well as the analyzed gene, the likelihood of
detecting germline variants also increases.63 Therefore, test
providers and physicians need to inform patients that,
although the majority of detected alterations represent
somatic events, ctDNA mutation testing may identify inci-
dental germline mutations. Currently there is no consensus
on how to deal with such findings. Molecular reports should
at least include information about the need for confirma-
tory testing, genetic counseling services, and/or education
materials.
Identification of actionable targets and therapy matching

Another key challenge includes which specific alterations
should be classified as ‘actionable’. To support classification,
the Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP), American
Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO), and College of Amer-
ican Pathologists (CAP) jointly published a four-tiered
system classification system for the interpretation and
reporting of sequence variants in cancer.26 The European
Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO) also recommends the
ESMO Scale for Clinical Actionability of Molecular Targets
(ESCAT) variant classification guidelines, with subtle differ-
ences from the AMP/ASCO/CAP Guidelines.64

Moreover, for clinical decision making, a variety of tools
and platforms have recently been developed. Ever-
growing knowledge bases such as the Cancer Genome
Interpreter Cancer Biomarkers Database (CGI), Clinical
Interpretation of Variants in Cancer (CIViC), Jackson Lab-
oratory Clinical Knowledgebase (JAX-CKB), Molec-
ularMatch (MMatch), OncoKB, and the Precision Medicine
Knowledgebase (PMKB) facilitate interpretation. To over-
come the dramatic differences in the components of
variant interpretations, efforts are being made to develop
a framework for structuring and harmonizing clinical in-
terpretations across these knowledge bases.65 Moreover,
1L, first line; ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; BRAF, proto-oncogene B-Raf; CEA, carc
EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; IHC, immunohistochemistry; MET, proto-onco
small cell lung cancer; NTRK, neurotrophic tyrosine receptor kinase; PD-L1, program
protein kinase ROS; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor; TTF1, transcription termination fac
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several commercial decision support platforms exist to
help physicians define targetability, but comparisons
between such platforms demonstrated a high variability of
treatment recommendation.21

The final call for choice of therapy is still made by a
molecular tumor board, and decision support software tools
can support the tumor board’s discussion and ultimately
clinician’s decision on treatment strategy.21 In addition, an
interdisciplinary contribution from a molecular tumor board
was suggested to help train clinicians and explain what
needs to be considered when utilizing reports. Sharing in-
formation on national level could be beneficial for difficult
cases and could help to standardize ways of working.
Research into harmonizing interpretation of variant evalu-
ation highlights that there is a key need for open, interop-
erable sharing of variant interpretation data to improve
consensus and allow for efficient decision making on
sequencing analysis in oncology.65,66

Reporting of molecular profiling results

Certain minimum requirements are needed for the report-
ing of molecular profiling results for all CAP-accredited
laboratories.11 In Europe, this level of guidance is also rec-
ommended by IQNPathdrepresenting most EQA providers
following recommendations of ISO 15189.55 These re-
quirements cover assay methodology, basic clinical perfor-
mance characteristics including clinical and analytical
sensitivity and specificity, assay results, and interpretation
[covering the test used and Human Genome Variation So-
ciety (HGVS) annotations]. However, additional parameters
should be incorporated into the molecular report, such as
including primary driver mutations and aberrations present,
recent clinical studies/potential off-label treatment, a sec-
ond set of likely mutations and potential targets that are
not fully validated, if there are no clinically relevant muta-
tions present in the patient, anddmost importantlyda
clinical interpretation.67 Optional extra information can
include a detailed account of the technical sensitivity and
validation protocols that have been used. For ctDNA mu-
tation testing, an overall estimate of the tumor fractions (if
available, e.g. from larger gene panels with many mutations
detected) could be helpful for the interpretation of indi-
vidual variants. The allelic fraction, absolute quantification
of mutation (in copies/ml plasma), assay uncertainty and
methodology, and minimal quality control metrics
(coverage, read depth, etc.) of the run/sample are also
suggested.

LIQUID PROFILING IN PATIENTS WITH METASTATIC NSCLC

Approximately one-third of patients with advanced NSCLC
may die within the first 2 months after initial diagnosis.68

The poor Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group perfor-
mance status of many patients with advanced NSCLC may
inoembryonic antigen; CT, computed tomography; ctDNA, circulating tumor DNA;
gene tyrosine-protein kinase met; NGS, next-generation sequencing; NSCLC, non-
med death-ligand 1; RET, ret proto-oncogene; ROS1, proto-oncogene tyrosine-
tor 1.
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also limit the role of uncomfortable, on occasion dangerous,
interventional biopsy procedures, as well as the need for
significantly shorter turnaround times, which plasma testing
can offer both at primary diagnosis and at progression.8,69

Up to 80% of patients with NSCLC having advanced dis-
ease will only have tissue from small biopsies or cytology
samples, limiting the potential to perform additional
tests.2,8,70 Reports show that up to 31% of patients do not
have accessible tissue, and up to 20% of biopsies are
inadequate for molecular testing due to insufficient tissue
amounts, which highlights the need for easily accessible,
minimally invasive complementary testing techniques.2,8,70

Sequencing of ctDNA can efficiently identify genomic tar-
gets in advanced NSCLC, and clinical outcomes in patients
who have been treated with targeted therapy based on
actionable alterations detected by ctDNA are consistent
with those reported based on tissue profiling.71,72 In
Figure 3 we present specific hypothetical use cases to
provide a suggested practical framework for the imple-
mentation of LB (specifically ctDNA mutation testing) in
clinical practice. When referring to the suggested cases,
please ensure adherence to any relevant institute- and
country-specific guidelines.

In cases with discordant clinical history (e.g. nonsmoker
but squamous cell carcinoma) of suspected inter- and intra-
tumor heterogeneity, cfDNA testing may be a good option.
The usefulness of LB in oncogene-addicted first-line TKI
refractoriness is linked to availability (in clinical practice or
trials) of a specific drug to overcome the resistance.18,73 In
one-third of TKI-resistant cases with plasma testing alone, a
therapeutically targetable mutation was detected.19

Therefore, in cases without a druggable target from tis-
sue, ctDNA might provide additional therapeutic options if
patients require a second opinion (Figure 3, case 1).

Moreover, ctDNA analysis may have additional benefit in
patients who have inappropriate locations for samples to be
taken, such as lesions within the bone or adrenal glands
(Figure 3, case 2) or if there is a risk of complications
(Figure 3, case 3). The rate of complication from pneumo-
thorax after lung biopsy was calculated to be in the range of
17%-38%.74-76 Other complications exist, even some mor-
talities in case of rebiopsy; therefore using LB could
dramatically reduce such complications (Figure 3, cases 3
and 4).

On occasion, ctDNA mutation testing can reveal muta-
tions that are not present in the initial TBdone case reveals
discordant genotypes between tumor biopsy and blood-
based analyses that may result from technological differ-
ences, as well as sampling different tumor cell populations
(Figure 3, case 5).73 Acquisition of adequate tissue in pa-
tients who relapse after first-line targeted treatment can be
challenging; complementary ctDNA mutation testing could
help to provide useful information about the tumor by
detecting molecular mechanisms of resistance (Figure 3,
case 6).

Testing treatment-naive patients for possible targets is
also of interest, in particular if time matters or if TB is
refused. A patient questionnaire revealed that up to 33% of
8 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esmoop.2022.100399
participants rejected a rebiopsy, mainly due to initial biopsy
being painful. Furthermore, up to 40% of the cohort would
consider a noninvasive option if it were made available to
them.77 It is of note that ctDNA analysis from blood is
challenging in patients with brain metastasis, which still
affects 24%-44% of patients. Because the bloodebrain
barrier prevents ctDNA from entering the blood, an alter-
native source of ctDNA can also be found in the cerebro-
spinal fluid, which is of particular importance when
evaluating the molecular characteristics of brain metasta-
ses. Sequencing of ctDNA found in the cerebrospinal fluid
showed specific mutation patterns in driver genes among
people who had NSCLC and brain metastasis.78

Taken together, there is strong evidence to support the
inclusion of LB in the management of NSCLC during the
early treatment phase.79 ctDNA analysis is considered to be
reliable and adequate to initiate first-line targeted therapy
for detection of mutated genes and rearrangements.11,17

Steps are needed to translate this into clinical practice,
including proof-of-concept studies.80 There is not a ‘one-
size-fits-all’ ctDNA approach; it will rather be necessary to
consider patients on a case-by-case basis. Although a
plasma-first approach seems tempting and, in many cases,
would yield faster diagnosis and shorter time to targeted
treatment, sometimes only a combination of both testing
modalities (tissue and plasma) will provide a complete
picture.11
OTHER POTENTIAL CLINICAL APPLICATIONS IN PATIENTS
WITH NSCLC

ctDNA can have a role to play for treatment decision
making, but also other potential applications are emerging
(Supplementary Table S2, available at https://doi.org/10.
1016/j.esmoop.2022.100399).79 As a high level of ctDNA
is typically linked to a worse survival, ctDNA can be used to
estimate prognosis.9,10 A reduction in ctDNA mutation fre-
quencies during treatment is predictive of response and can
be leveraged for monitoring purposes.9,10 Furthermore, the
predictive value of ctDNA for assessing and monitoring of
response during immune checkpoint inhibitor treatment is
currently being intensively investigated.1,80 ctDNA levels
have also recently been linked to response to immuno-
therapy in breast cancer.81

Moreover, ctDNA is an adjuvant biomarker capable of
both detecting MRD following surgery and defining the
clonality of relapsing disease. The persistence of ctDNA after
surgical resection of a primary tumor may be indicative of
disease recurrence.13,82-84 In this context, the impact of
taking the blood at specific time points after surgery is a key
consideration for MRD and can assist when monitoring
treatment response.85 Increasing workflows toward MRD
testing could stimulate the development of assays in a
tumor-guided sequencing approach to improve earlier
detection of cancer.86,87 These data pave the way for clinical
trials predicated on escalation of adjuvant standard of care
in patients with cancer who exhibit MRD-positive status
following surgery.82,84 Yet, further evidence generation is
Volume 7 - Issue 2 - 2022
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needed to support the use of LB in MRD testing, including
data showing that patients who undergo LB testing perform
as well as or better than those without LB testing.4,84

CURRENT CTDNA MUTATION TESTING LANDSCAPE AND
REIMBURSEMENT

In some countries, reimbursement is in place for ctDNA
mutation testing (i.e. EGFR testing); however, reimbursement
for broad coverage is limited.30 The authors are aware that
this is reflective of their areas of practice and acknowledge
there may be differences in local areas. In order to improve
reimbursement profiles, there are many points to consider,
including the following: more interventional data are needed
as often data are retrospective; studies should detail clinical
cut-offs for VAF; further guidance regarding flexible, stan-
dardized workflows is needed, which may facilitate uptake in
laboratories and improve the quality of testing (with overall
guidance for laboratories to follow, but not limited to certain
tests); and more health economics data are needed to high-
light the cost-effectiveness of LB testing.88,89

These data and others suggest that inclusion of plasma
testing is imperative to increase access to personalized care
and improve cost-effectiveness for patients with NSCLC.89

Bypassing histopathology can have many advantages for
cost, time, and getting patients onto treatment more
rapidly. However, if histopathological procedures are sup-
plemented or replicated rather than replaced, many of
these arguments are obviated. A proper study of best
practice in sample use for diagnostics is required. Overall,
LB testing displays relatively low costs compared with
treatment costs, and may improve patient diagnosis and
disease management.88

OUTLOOK

The most important aspect of blood testing is the possibility
to detect and diagnose cancerous lesions sooner and even
at earlier stages of the disease. As studies into this mature,
they may transform how we approach and treat cancer as a
disease. Such studies involving research into multianalyte
blood tests for various cancer types are conceptually and
practically being explored with promising results regarding
ultrasensitive testing (e.g. CancerSEEK) to enhance early
detection by LB screening.90 Several new approaches are
under development, based on the analysis of methylation,
cfDNA fragmentation, and proteomic profiling, or combi-
nations of multiple analytes to increase the clinical sensi-
tivity.91-94 In terms of metastatic NSCLC, this type of test
suggests that it is possible to detect solid tumors at an
earlier stage with a combination of ctDNA mutation testing
and protein biomarkers to help early detection of those at
risk of developing metastases.90 Accounting for cfDNA
biology could improve the design and performance of LB
assays. cfDNA fragments from a variety of cells and tissues
tend to be shorter than cfDNA derived from hematopoietic
cells by w25 bp.91,95 The biological shift of size of cfDNA
can be leveraged using machine learning classifiers to
improve the detection of multiple cancer types.96,97
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ctDNA mutant allele fractions can be extremely low, so
mutation-based detection of ctDNA has clear limitations for
MRD and monitoring within the plasma.91,98 New ap-
proaches are under development to further increase the
sensitivity of ctDNA testing.91-93,98 Explorations into MRD,
early detection of high-risk individuals, and potential trial
enrollment following therapy exhaustion are ongoing.29,99

Key trials supporting LB testing in this segment of the pa-
tient journey are also included in Supplementary Table S2,
available at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.esmoop.2022.100399.

It should be mentioned that other LB analytes, such as
circulating tumor cells, circulating microRNAs, tumor-
educated platelets, or tumor-associated proteins, might
provide complementary information for patients with
cancer.60

The future of ctDNA LB testing opens up many potential
avenues to assist in both research- and clinical-based set-
tings. Currently the field utilizes ctDNA to identify single
genes and is evolving to integrate omics data from pro-
teomes or genome-wide sequencing where nee-
deddcombined application tests are not currently needed
to address clinically relevant applications.94 Integrating data
from multiple tumor-associated materials can be further
enhanced by combination with lifestyle or medical imaging
data with the help of artificial intelligence, ultimately to
improve efficiency and detection rates of certain cancer
types.94
CONCLUSIONS

Proper implementation of ctDNA mutation testing in
routine care can be envisioned in the near future. As the
clinical evidence of utility expands, the use of LB alongside
tissue sample analysis may occur in the patient cases
detailed above.

ctDNA LB mutation testing offers both challenges and
benefits.5,13 Where TB is not possible, the recommenda-
tions for use in clinical practice can provide insight into how
ctDNA LB may provide clinical utility. However, today ctDNA
LB can also provide quick, easy, complementary testing
modalities for patients with metastatic NSCLC, and may be
selected in specific clinical scenarios.

As the clinical evidence of utility expands, routine mo-
lecular profiling using ctDNA LB alongside tissue sample
analysis improves clinical sensitivity in clinical practice for
improved treatment decision making for people with
NSCLC.
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